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I hit the books, did all it took, to prove I was profound.

I knew my path and carved the way, to my pictured success. Friday night with note-cards.

and no one to impress. Then I met you, you broke into my life.

All my plans faded out, I wanted to be your wife. Suddenly shifted.
My walls came down and then, the ground was n't stable. But life made sense again.

Thought love was a fable till you found my table and our dreams combined.

Suddenly shifted. My life was n't mine. We found our own rhythm. We had a kid.

We balanced schools and set the rules, we bid our lives then two.
Suddenly Shifted

We burrowed in monotony and our daily routines,

reading all the essays and packing tangerines.

Then cancer came, what always worked just broke. How can you keep living if every breath you choke?

Suddenly shifted The air's sucked out again. the ground isn't stable

Pno.
Life made sense and then you snap like a cable, you find you're un
able to say that you're fine. You're suddenly shifted,

My life's never been mine. God why have you done this to me?

God why can't you set me free?
You've given me ten years, with no fear or pain.

You gave me walks and skipping rocks I watched the full moons wane

already lived this lesson do I have to again?

why would you save me just to shift me... and then what do I do? Can I depend on
Suddenly Shifted

Pno.
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